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ABSTRACT 
Email is one o f t l~  most successful computer applicmiom yet 
devised. Our empin~:al ct~ta show however, that althongh email was 
origiraUy designed as a c~nmunica/ons application, it is now 
used for ~ t i o n a l  funaions, that it was not designed for, such as 
t a b  management  and persona/  afoOt/v/rig. W e  call this ernt~l 
oveHoad We  demonstrate that email overload creates problems for 

personal information manageaa,cnt: users eden have cluttered 
inboxes cor~mining hundreds of  n~:age~¢, incl~rling outstanding 

tasks, partially read documents and conversational threads. 
Furthermore,, user attemt:Xs to rationalise their i nbox~  by ~ i n g  are 

~Ron unsuccessful, with the consequence that important r r ~ g e s  
get overlooked, or "lost" in archives. We explain how em~l 
over/oad/ng arises and propose technical solutions to the problem. 

K r.oras 
Email, information overload,, personal information management, 
asynchronous communication, ~ task management, 

communication, ethnography, empirical sn~es. 

WHY STUDY EMAIL? 
Email is one of the most successful computer applications yet 
devised. There are milhons of email users world-wide who often 
spend significant pmporaons of their work time using emafl. 
Research suggests that email has o~Luibuted to the growth of 
distn~ned organisations, by allowing people in different 
geographical areas to cornmunicate across dme and space. It has also 
led to the emergence of on-line communities by supporling 
asynchronous coaua-amication [8]. ~rmil has been the subject of 
many studies, including pioneering early work that focussed on the 
social and communicative aspects of ermil comparing its usage with 
face-to-face communica~n [8]. Nevertheless, there is little 
systematic ~ t a  on its usage and utility as a workplace technology. 
Funhermare, the success and popularity of email has led to high 
claily volumes of email being sent and mcoived. Reseazch has not yet 
~aa~essed how people organise and manage large amounts of 
informatiort This study thea'r,,fore preseras a quantitative analysis of 
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the mailboxes of 20 users, along with 34 hours of interviews to 
address these new questions. 

Email applications were originally designed for asynchronous 
communicat/on, but as our analysis will show, email has evolved to a 
point where it is now used for multiple pml~OSes: document delivezy 
and archiving; work task delegation; and task tracking. It is also ttsed 
for storing personal names and addresses,, for sending teaadnders, 

asking for 0L~istance, scheduling appointments, and for handling 
technical support queries. We use the term eracgl overload to 
dee, cn'be the use of email for fi.mOions that it was not designed for. 
We discuss three main email functions: tax management, personal 
archiving and asynchronous cornmunicadortz The central question 
is how well a single tool can support all these functions. Subsidiary 
questions must also be asked in each ~egory. 

Task management requires users to ensare that information relating 
to current tasks is readily avaikTble. This both preserves task context 
and allows users to determine the progress of ongoing tasks. Task 
management also involves remindng oreself about when particular 
tasks or actions have to be executed [1,2,4,6]. How do people do this 
inemail? 

Personal archiving or filing addresses how people organise and 
categorise longer term information, so that it can later be retrieved. 
Archives are not of immediate relevance to current tasks, but are 
constmaed for reference or anticipated future use. Research shows 
that users exmrience major pn:t, lems in generating apprq riate 
folder labels when filing longer term izfftnmalion for later retrieval, 
and in reconstructing these labels when they engage in later retrieval 
[1,2,4,6]. To what extent do these problems occur in email7 

Asynchronous communication is concerned with interaction in a 
permanent medium across space and time. Research has 
characterised face-to-face workplace communications as consisting 
of repeated brief communications [3,10l. Such interactions are 
seldom one=shot, and workers often engage in multiple intermittent 
interactions in order to complete a ~ -  Workers are also usually 
engaged in several independent, but concurrent ongoing 
conversations, wi~ the requi~-,ents of tracking separate 
conversational threads and switching contexts between conversations 
[ 10]. Does email communication have these characteristics, and how 
axe asynchronous communicaaons conducted? 

To provide preliminary answers to these questions, this study 
presents qualitative and quantitative information about the use of 
email for task management, personal arc, hiving and asynchronous 
communication. We describe the problems people experience with 
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eacia of ttese f f~ions ,  and the strategies they invoke to address the 
lxd~,lem.s. Finally ~e  suggest potential technical solutions. 

SYSTEM ~ METHOD 

We studied users of NotesMaiL tlx email comlxment of Lotus Notes. 
This diem-server system has a GUI with a number of standard 
features, including the abaity to compose, re#y to, copy (,~), and 
blind copy (bcc)messzges to other users. Inmming unread messages 
are delivered into the inbox (called "uncategorised" in Notes), where 
they appear in a different cokmr fi'om messages the user has 
"epened" and read. Once "opened", they appear m the standard 
cokJur. The system pawides users with the ability to file information: 
they do so by creating categories (equivaleut to fokters in other email 
systems), so that related messages can be saxed and accessed 
to~ether, by c a t ~ y  labd. There is m conversational threading of 
messages: although restx}mes generated using the reply option 
al~aear with re in tie subject line, the system does mt allow the user 
to _m_aomaticaUy view messages from a given thIead together. It is, 
however, possible for users to view messages in terms of vadous 
other properties. One can view by sender, date, size, or category. "the 
system also has a text search catmbility: email chmbases can be ffiall 
text indexed, so that key word or Boolean queries are possible. There 
is no formal support, or policy for, archiving 

The 20 study ~rticitmms were caice workers representing four 
major job types: 4 high level managers, i.e. lxople wlx} had other 
managers reporting to them; 5 first level managers; 9 professional 
workers with no management responsf~ility, and 2 administrative 
a~i~:tants. All participants were experier~ced users with between 2 
and 15 years experience of email. They had all used NotesMail for 
more than ot~ year. All participants were tauployees of Lotus 
Deve, lopment Corporafio& a software devdopment firm. We chose 
our subjects because we wanted to investigate email use in multiple 
.job types, with different responu'bilifies. Our partidpants were drawn 
from marketing, consultancy, software devdopment, support and 
research grout:~. We chose the organisation both because of its 
pervasive use of email and ready access to subjects. Given these 
choices, we studied NotesMail because it was the most frequently 
used system in the Lotus organisafion. 

We conec~d quantitative data about the mailbox of 18 users: (a) total 
number, age, and sire of messages in tl~ir maiIbox; (b) numix~r of 
messages in each archival folder, (c) conversational thre~k. Due to 
technical diff~ulfies, we were unable to collect quantitative data for 
the tim1 two users. Ideally we would have wished to collect 
longillwlinal d.~-a over an extended time period, to look at changes in 
mailbox size and structure, but the logistics of repeated access to 
personal data prevented this. We were however, able to collect a 
"snapshot" of each m a r x  at a given point, from which we drew 
impormt inferences, which we report below. 

We also interviewed all 20 participants for 1-2 hours using 
semi-structured questions. We asked them to descn~e: (a) the volume 
of email they sent and received; (b) their priodtisation, reading and 
reply strategies; (c) their correspondence management, e.g. when 
they used rep@, cc and bcc features and how they rnana~xl 
conversational thre:~t~; Off) their filing behavi~am. We also discussed: 
(e) the main problems they were experiencing with email; and (0 
their reactions to certain technical solutions addressing these 
problems. Interviews were carried out in people's offices and 

i~ticii~nts were encouraged to d e n x ~ a t e  tleir statements a~i 
strategies with refe~-~ to their actual sysmms. 

We amlysed our interviev~s ~ co l l~ i~  user comrmms about e~::h 
issue described above. We present representative quotes from 
participants about these, and where there was sutmnaai 
disagreement or imonsistency between participants' opinions, then 
we presera quotes representing alternative points ofview. 

EMAIL OVERLOAD:  THE P R O B L E M  

Participants were generally highly positive about email as a 
co .  on They how it them to 
cdLaborate with others across time and diaame [8]. They also 
pointed out its advantages over other technologies such as the 
telephone, and even face-to-ffi~ce intemOion. Nevertheless certain 
individ~s experienced major rnd, lems in rmaing and replying to 
email in a timdy manner, with baddogs of unanswered email, and 
in finding information in email systems. The inabi~'~ to effecavdy 
manage communication means lost information, and reduced 
responsiveness. These have dear ne ,~he outcomes for both 
indivi&~! and corporate productivity. 

"Waiting to hear back jkom another ...employee can mean delays in 
accomplishing a particular task; which can ... have significant 
impact on our overall operation.~ Depena~ng on the situation, it can 
either be crMcal orjust fntstrating." 

"One of  my pet-peeves is when someone does not get back to me, but 
I am one of  the worst off~nder~ I get so many e-mails (average 
30-40May) and phone messages (15-20) that I cannot keep up and 
also do my real job..." 

'Riven the sheer volume of  stuff that passes through here. I mean I 
couldn't even give you a percentage of  how much is missed I mean 
- - not necesswily missed but certainly recorded but neverJbllowed 
up on" 

'7 dedicate somewhere between minimal~, two hours at the ou@ing 
range, up to ten hours on any given day trying to stay on top of  
mna/l" 

So why do these problems arise? A simple one-touch model ofemail 
might assume: incoming messages that are inJbrmational, i.e. those 
not requim~g a response, are reml, and then either deleted or filed, 
depending on their relevance. Imoming memages that florin part ~ a  
correspondence, (i.e. requiring a response), are answered, and then 
either deleted or filed. According to the one-touch model, 
information can therefore be in two poss~le states: unread and filed. 
The users inbox at any point should solely consist of a small mmaber 
ofurgead incoming nx-¢~ges, and the rest of their mailbox amsist of 
fled items. 

Our'quantitative data show the one touch model is patently incorrect. 
The mean number of inbox items is 2482, and the mean number of 
filed items (858) is small compared with the number of inlx}x items, 
so that the inbox constitutes on average 53% of lxople's lmilfiles. It 
is implausible that users receive 2482 new items each day, so what is 
happening and why is the inbox so full? It turns out that there are 
two related reasons for this: (a) the inbox operates as a task manager, 
where people are reminded of euiteaat tasks, and where people can 
keep information relevant to those tasks accessible; (b) people find it 
hard to file information to remove it ffi-om their inbox, Imth because 
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filing into fotders is ditficutt and there may also be few benefits to 
creating folders. 

EXPLAINING THE FULL INBOX: MANAGING 
WORKING INTORMATION 

Our users received a large re|tuber of mesmges each day (mean 49). 
One reason for the large voh~mo of imoming messages is that email 
is now the murce of many differ~a ~licc msk~ serving m the plao~ 
m which v~rk is ~o~ved ar~ ddega~i 

"it's where things come into your liJb in a wcoz It's the place where ... 
people hand things off to you, it's the electronic office" 

Email can be an invortant determinant of lxm' lxople spend their 
'~vrking day, again suggesting that it is a place that usem receive and 
hand olftasks: 

"I check it beJbre I leave the house just in case there~ amflhing I 
didn~ get the night before. I read it as soon as l get into the office. 
..... It does ch~ge what I do throughout the day, like what - I may 
come in thinking I was going to do one thing but get mail that sort 
o f  diverts me into doing something else ..... I f  I haven't checked my 
mail it makes me uncomfortable. And there~ invcriably apiece of 
something I was supposed to do, that's time sensitive". 

Both the volume of incoming mail and the fact that mail is being 
used for task management, leads to a breakdown in the one-touch 
model While there is evidence that users Uy and process information 
at once, there are a number of reasons why immedhte responses are 
sometimes not IXns~ble or not appropriate, so that incoming 
messa~s remain undischarged m the inbox. 

Om gmeral reason re~tes to the amount of firm u,.~rs have cummtly 
available. If the message requires morn than a certain amount of firm 
or dtbrt to process, then mers ~lay dealing with it and pmo~d to 

potentially more urgent or manageable menages in the inhox. 
There are also specific types of messages that are often not 
aisc argea immeaiate : 
(a) "To dos" "Ilaese are messages which require the user to execute 
some action. In some case,,, the wessage may require the user to 
e ~ g a  in ffiu'ther complex activities which might take days to 
achieve. The use~r does not usually suspend the process of reading 
email to ,~i~ehatge these activia~s. These "to d~" are commonly kept 
in the inhox as rem/ndem of urdmished tanks. 

(b) '7"0 reads" Altemativdy, messages might be long documents. 
Although these are often informational and do mt  require a reply, 
they stiU lake titr~ and effort to read, and users oflen delay reading 
them, sathat theinboxmayconminunreadorpart ia l lyread 
documents. The quantilative dam support this. We found that on 
average 21% of the inbox (i.e. an average of 334 messages) were 
long, when a long message was defined as hare than lOKbytes (-5 
screensfull). 

(c) Messages of indeterminate aatus One issue with informational 
messages, is that users are otten unsure of tbe significar~e of an 
incoming message when it f~st arrives. Rather than investing 
va~uat~e time in re'.,~ng it = or~e, they register its arrivat, but d e ~  
dealing with it until sorne later poira when they are more cemin of 
its importance. What makes irnmediate decisions difficult is that the 
vahle of a given n'w~.~:z~ may depend on events that occur aflerthe 
message has been received: a fluny of subsequent rmssages on the 

topic may reveal its importame, ~ else ~ may turn out to ~ a 
"dead.end" with no follow-up being r ~ , .  Rather" than delete it 
imn~xli~Jy, u.~s ot~n c o n . . ~ v e y  ~ ~...~ m cmc ~ ~.~rr~ 
out to ~ L~p:w~r¢ This m~r descd~es ke~:,ing s~,c,h ~ ~ t s  ia 
her inbox: 

"lVe gotten message& I haven't dealt with them, haven2 known what 
to do about then And aarting this new position, .... 1got a lot of 
mail message~ but I dda~ have the knowledge to know what on 
ecuqh they were about ... You know, people were talking about 
servers and in)gastructure...J just realized some day I wouM 
undemand it, and l saved a lot of  that stuff, and actually had to 
make a presentaaon where it all came in handy - where I went, 1Ve 
been sitting with this injbrmatton all this time and1 didn't know it .... 
so you?e conservaave about keeping stuff, and...at some point in 
the flaure it may come in usefluL " 

Pec~e also ex#aimd how maining such unread messages was 
useful for tm#anned contin~ncies, e.g when tbey received surprise 
phone calls about them. They were able to read the documents in the 
course ~the call while pretending to have already read them. 

'~email] is the best that~ ever happened jbr covering your ass ... 
because while the guys on the phone, he says, well, I sent that to you 
a week and a halfago, and you thinl~ shit, I never saw thar But you 
sa)¢ 'really? Yea& oh yeah, I remember rearing thaf, as youge 
reading it." 

(d) Ongoing correspondence. Finally the inbox is sometimes used for 
ongoing but inconvlete, threads of asymhromus conversations. The 
user may delay responding to a question from another person 
because a careful reply is necessaty which takes more time tMn is 
currently avnShhle. Alternatively, users ~ be unable to reply 
immediately, because they currently do not have the answer, and they 
await further information from other people. 

For more complex interactiom involving multiple exchanges over an 
exter,dM time period, users may also track and sometimes save, both 
their own and other people's conm'bufions to the conversation. An 
issue may take several email exchanges to be resolved, or usem may 
require the responses of multiple individuals in order to collate 
opirdon, or reach consensus. A major problem with email 
correspondence is that there are no agreed conventions about 
whether to include the context or history of prior messages as the 
convcmation prcx:ccds. Ollen this context is important, because itis 
necessary for interpreting what each subscquem message means. 
One user descnbcs this problem with one of his coworkcrs. 

'X is unbelievable in that he never puts the context in which, of  what 
he's replying to. He always comes up with these one line responses, 
and I have no idea what it is that he~ ta&ing about, you know, it's 
like, 'Re: the Intemet." ... And in many case.s; her replying to 
something that somebody else sent, but I wasn't on the original 
dZstribution lid, but he thinks that ~l'd be interested ...So I get this 
totaay out-of-context great idea" 

For multiple interchanges extending over periods of days or weeks, it 
is easy to forget who said what and to whom. For legal lmrposes, it 
can also be important on occasion to record exactly what was said by 
whom. For these reasons, for certain critical interactions, users 
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s~r~times save tx~h the originating message, as wdl as subsequem 

"the people that I conader some of the best problem-solvers in my 
organization are fanatical about the history. And you get the whole 
thing. Yeah, the aua~t troll of  what happenx We do that, have to do 
that a lot in support...Because you couM be dealing with an extended 
customer issue that bounced aeound.., especially the people that ere 
right on the front line& it's almost like second nature to them... It's 
not one everything that's being said.. It's every person that has 
been inv~ved" 

This convccsational record serves multiple functions: an axchive of 
what has been discussed; a tmninder to the user that the co~ersation 
is in progress; and a record of the stant~ of the conversation, and 
whether ore "owes" or is "owed" a ~ .  The importance of 
conversatioml tra:tdng as well as the absence ~ conventions alx~ut 
wlmher ottms will indude history, can mean that each exchange of 
a lengthy conversation will aFpear as a separate message in the 
inbox. Not only does this increase the number of rmssages in the 
inbox, it is oRen difficult to gather together the related threzct¢ of a 
conversation, because conversational exchznges are otten interleaved 
with other unre~,~.l information. 

"That reply with the history of  previous stuff'..., when ~ome people do 
that and some don't and the fact that it's all interspersed with all 
other kinds of  crap in my e-mail, and then l just can't pick up an 
e.mail and find out what elL~e it belongs with". 

The quaraitmive data indica~ the pervasiveness of inbox 
conversational thrmd~. We examined the subject line of each 
mwsage and counted the number of instances in which it contained 
"re ", Siglmiling it was a reply to an original message. By this metric z, 
we found that inboxes contain a mean of 209 such messages, and 
that lhese comtitute 12% of the lotal inbox messages. 

To summarise, multiple types of items linger in users' inboxes: 
actions the user has yet to do; documents that are partiaUy read or 
unread, and correspondence that is still in progress. What unifies 
these is that they are all lncomplete, and the usual strategy is to leave 
them in the inbox to serve as reminders that some timber action is 
rcquircd. They are not normally RIcd away, because filing would 
mean that they are no longer vis~le whenever new email is read or 
the inbox starched. 

"the mason that I don't categorize things but leave them in here [the 
in box] is that I realize .... there are a certain number of  things that I 
keep in my raina~ and I will go back for... And other I do have to 
count on teipping over them And as long as there is that mess that I 
know 1have to do the multiple passes of  rearing oven., l'm kind of 
depena~ng on that serena~pitous ~pping over it again as a way to 
reraind me " 

The importance of this visual ~,anding function is eviden,:xxl by the 
fact that five users had experimented with a stmtegy of filing 
~mdischarged information in an "action", or "to do", folder. In all but 
ors of these cases, this action folder was abandoned, bec'~xsc users 
had to explicittv reraember to go to it, open it and view its conlents, 
rather than being reminded of these uninter~onany, by the mere faa 
ofbeing m the ir~ox reaaing new emaa ~. 

"I used to have an "unread" Jblder. Which was messages l 'd opened 
up, but I had never finished rearing. Like those big ones that ... I 
a~cb~'t get theough eight away. I a~dn't go back to it [the unread 
~lder] often enough ~ough". 

The single person who wa~ successfully using "to do" folders had 
reconfigured her rmingox UL so as to be reminded about this folder. 
Her "to do" folder appeared immediately above the first new unread 

item in her inbox, so that she would automatically see the "to do" 
folder whenever she read few email. 

A second reason for leaving information in the inbox concerns its 
availability. In the case of extended interactions, users oRen keep 
conversational histo~ in the inbex, because they believe it to be more 
accessible there. 

'~VOU may not want to file it. Because it might be something you need 
to reJbr to. .... l don't want to ftle that yet, because it's active.., there 
cue things that are happening as a result of  thcg lgs easierJbr me to 
find it. So I want to keep in my "in" box; keep it current" 

GETTING INFORMATION OUT OF TRIg INBOX: 
THE PROBLEM OF FILING 
We have seen that incomplete tasks being "kept around" can lead the 
inbox to be full. A second complementary reason is that users find it 
difficult to move r a g e s  out of the inbox by filing them into folders 
containing collections of related mcss~Scs. Why is this? Fhstly 
generating and maintaining these folder collections requires 
considerable effort. Secondly, and more importantly, Lhc rcsulling 
collcaions may be of little use in message retrieval. 

F'ding is a cognitivcly ,~imcult task [2,4]. Successful filing is highly 
ckpcndcnt on being able to imagine future r~zieval requirements. It 
is hard to decide which existing folder is appropriate, or, ff a new 
folder is needed, how to give it a memorable name. 

"any piece of  inJbrmation longer than five lines has at least seveeal 
axes along which you might want to look it up and it real~: depends 
how you~e coming at it and what you~'e thinlang about at the time. 
[l~ling] i~'t reliable. " 

Users also may not file messages because they are concemed alxmt 
failure to remember where information has been ned. F a i l s  can 
have severe consequonces especially ifthe message r~xluires action: 

'7 don't know where to put it. And.. by making a wrong decision, I 
couM reallyJbrget about it..." 

1This measures the number of messages that are part of extended conversations, rather than the total number of conversational threads. It 
underestimates the proliferation of threaded messages, because it does not detect the message that originated the thread. It also occasionally 
overestimates: people report taking the last message by another person and simply replying, to avoid having to regenerate another user's mailing 
address, and on rare occasions forgetting to modify the subject line when they do this, 

2An exception occurs when users create a folder for an ongoing conversational thread, for which there is a large number of daily incoming 
messages. T h e e  seem to be two reasons for this: the first is the pressing need to remove the multiple interactions "cluttering up" the inbox, and 
the second is that the frequency of these messages means that the user will be reminded of the fact that the conversation is still in progress. 
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Amthcr reasca for not filing is that usem want to postpone their 
judgement in order to determine the value of informatioo_ Users do 
m:t want to create archives containing informmion that later turn out 
to be usetess or irrelevant The strategy tree is to wait and see the 
extent to which ~ evea-as indicale a message is valuable. 

"I'm reluctc~t to ~'chive jurd~ ... I know #u~t the consequence of  
archivingjunk is to make it that rrmch harder to find the good stuff... 
in the archive...Especial~ i f  information seems like it eventual~ will 
be overcome by event~ I'd be very!oath to move it into a [folder]. 
I'd be more likely to kind o f  hold it #~ my "in" box" 

Fok~s may also not be us~fui afier tl~y are c o m t n ~ t .  One 
l~oblenl is that tlscIs may l ~  ~ ~,le to r ~ l b e r  folck::r labe.~l& 
espedaUy after a time has elapsed: "if it's sort of  older stuff, the 
category names are not going to mean aro,~ing to me anymore". 
Users experienced special pmbtems when they had large numbas of 
folders. They had to remember the defiaifion of each when filing and 
to bc careful not to intrtxch~ duplication by crea6ng new folders that 
were synonymous with pre-cxis(ing ores. Duplication detracts from 
their use in rcuicvaL 

In addition, foldcrs can bc too wna/l to be useful. A major aim of 
filling is to reduce the huge number of undiffcrentiatcd inbox items 
into a rahtively small set of folders each conlaining multiple rehtcd 
messages. Filing is clcarty not successful ifthc number of messages 
in a given folder is small: if a folder conlains only one or two items, 
then its existence has not significantly reduced the complexity of the 
inbox, nor gathered together significant amounts of related n~gteriat 
However our data show that filing oflgn fnils: on average 35% of 
users' folders contain only one or two itcms. Furthermore, not only 
do these tiny "f~iled folders" not significantly reduce the complexity 
~ thc  inbox, the usa  has the dual ovcrlx~is of(a) c~ating them in 
the first place, and O) remembering multiple definitions every time 
them is a dccis~bn about firing an new inbox item. 

The quantitative ~va mfiea the problem of uying to remember 
nmlfiplc folder definitions. The larger the number of folders a user 
ha~ the more likely that person is to generate "failed folders" 
containing only one or two imms (rod = 0.75, p < 0.001). User 
s~amncnIs bear this ~ :  

"I wish I viewed creating a category as a lightweight activiOz And 
for some mason I don't .... it seems like, you know the more of  them 1 
create, the harder it is to find any o f  them that are there". 

Foidcts can also ~ail because they are too big. When there are too 
many rne,~ge~ in a folder, it becomes unwieldy. It is difficult to find 
the relevant m e ~  in a large folder, the mbtionships between 
diffraeaa messages in the folder become tcrmous, so that one benefit 
~kccping them together is much ~cduc~d. 
~o what happened wa~ the size o f  the chunks associated with the 
categories got large. So now one key stroke wouM get me to a 
humked things. So I really was no better of f , l ing injbrmation)" 

To conclude, we have seen that users experience difficulties in 
creating folders. In addition, the returns for this effort may not be 
gmt: fokicrs can be too large, too small or they may be too 
rmn~rous for people to remember their individual definitions. As a 
consequence,, folders may be of little use either for teirieval or for 
viewing related messages together. There is also a third problem: 

filing infonmtion meam that it is less avaitablc to remand users about 
that topic. Some users tl~orc to finesse this problem: inuead ~ 
filing imoming informa~on, they simply leave it ~ ~ a~cir iubox 
and use fullqext search to fred irdividual raessages. W e m w  
examine users' stratcgm with respect to the problans of organising 
tl,~ inbox, so that it can bc an cffeaivc method for managing 
ongoing tasks and cmvcmations. 

STRATEGIES F O R  HANDLING EMAIL  OVERLOAD 

Given the 6~1 problems of managing ongoing conversations and 
tasks, combined with the issue of fRUn~ we identify three differera 
user mategics, based on two criteria: (a) whether or not users 
cmrently use folders; (b) wl'e(hcr they "clean up" their inbox on a 

basis. This yields 3 strategies: no fliers (no use of foldeas); 
fiequentfllers (folder users who try and clean up their inbox daily); 
spring cleaners (folder users who clean up their inbox only 
Ixuiodically). The data associated with each are shown in Table I. 

Nofilers: made no current use of folders (mcan 11.33), but relied on 
full-text search m fred hfformation. Their foldem were 
remnants from whcn two of the no-fllers still filed. As a conscqucme 
of not filing, their inboxcs were huge 0093.5 items, making up 95% 
of all their ernail). Their inboxcs were ovedoaded: they incllzkd a 
large numbers of conversational threads (mean, 288). More 
significantly, over half of their inbox was old information that arrived 
more than 3 months ago. Their sWatcgy for l ~ c i n g  the size oftl~ 
overloaded inlx)x was periodic purges in which they deleted large 
numbcm of old items or copied them to a separate indefxmdent 
archive. Four ofthc six nofilers were managers. 

Frequent filers: made strenuous attempts to rninimise the numbers of 
iabox rr~ages. They made daily passes through their inbox Rling or 
deleting its contents. Their inboxcs were relatively small, containing 
only 43.4 items, which was a very small percentage (5%) of the total 
number" of mailbox messages. In zddidon, the inbox consisted almost 
exclusively of new itcms (90% were Icss than a month old, and only 
5% were older than 3 months), and it was almost devoid of 
conversational threads (mean 3.6). They made f~equcnt use of 
folders, and were relatively successful in their use of these, with only 
21% being "failed folders". The five frequent tilers included both the 
administrative assistants, but only one mamger. 

Spring Cleaners: dealt with the overloaded rta, ne of their inlx~xes by 
intermittent c/ean-ups - nomaally every 1-3 months. They made 
extensive use of folders, even though this was oRen unsuccessful, as 
evidenced by the fact that over half of their folders "failed". They also 
had large overloaded inboxes (mean, 1492.3), conlaining large 
numbem of cotwermtional threads (mean, 258). Over 40% of their 
inbox messages were more than 3 months old. Four of the seven 
spring cleaners were managers. 

Impact, Overhead And Choice Of Strategies 

Pdl quantitative results are summarised in Table 1. In the remain~r 
of the section, this dzm will be used to explore the impact of strategy 
choice. We discuss the tmde-offs between strategies, and look at why 
users choose diffr~eat strategies by examining the relationship 
between (a) strate~, choice; and (b) factors such as job fimction and 
incoming message volume. 
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No flier s ..... 

Spring 
Cleaners 

Frequent 
fliers 

Strategy # Inbox 
Renan 

3093.5 

i 1492.29 

Total# 
itema 

3271.1 

lnbox as 
% of total 
mailbox 

2818.71 

95.25 

51.02 

Old inbox 
items 

(%inbox> 

3month old) 

51.58 

New iabox 
items 

(%inbox< 

lmonth old) 

11.78 

# Inbox 
convers~ioll 

threads 

287.5 

# 

Fold,s  

11.33 

Failed folders 
(# folders 

with < 3 items) 

4.5 

Daily # 
raeasagea 
received 

58 

40.15 24.22 ] 257.86 61.43 30.85 45.71 

43.4 1062.2 4.96 4.75 90.34 3.6 70.6 16.6 42 

Table 1- The three strategies for tmmaging ernail 

T l ~ t h r e e m a t e g i e s d i f f e r i n t m n s s o f t ~ r t ~ f i t s a n d m a i ~  
cosls. A mawr advantage of the frequent filing strategy is that the 
inbox can ffimclion as a geamim "to do" list containing a small 
nmr erofamandingroe  zdatingtokeycunentmks, ratVer 
Om having Oese  ems  rmsmrsea num s of 
com~sa~onal threads ~r unfik:d old zmssa~.. R is also not~,vorthy 
tlmt tbe average number Of items ina ffi~XlUeat ffil~"s mbox (43) 
ffit in two screena, and frequent filem relx:~'t that it is important for 

llmn to be able to see items in this way. They are able to capitalise on 
the fact that when they view incoming ua,-~t email, they should be 
~-~:kx l  of the majority of their omsmtxling tasks, i:xxa;~ these 
skmld be visible or imnmdiately ao~ss~ble m the tabor 

"I don't ~mve any other ~)stem, that keeps yark of an e-nil ~,~ge 
that needs a response .... usualb/ the next dab hopefidlv its roll sort 
of neor the bottom of  the [inbox] ..... I will see it when I look at new 
mail messages, so it won't get scrolled off the screen". 

'73ut I live in the inbox And that is kind o f  my to-do lis~ l'll keep 
things in there.., there~ probably about twenOmr thirty in there 
now of  things that I want to keep like in my.~ontal lobes, that I have 
to deal with" 

Frequent tilers are effective in their use of folders, experiencing 

fewer "failed folders". 'ntis may be because of frequency with which 
they file enables them to ~eaa-~ember the label definition and contents 
Of each folder. However, despite the benefits of the dean "to do" list, 
opporttmi,~'c reminding, and the availability of cm~-ea-~t projects, there 
are major costs to this strategy. It requires significant maintenance: 
users have to make frequent passes thn:mgh the inbox, filing and 
removing dischargea items. 
".. after I read the new days mail... I go back to the whole "in" bar; 
right bacA And there~ almost like a sifting that keeps happening, 
where the less pressing ones start ageing. And it gets to the point 
where I say, "l'm either not going to do something about this".... 
And l just delete them". 

It maybe that fiequent filing is only possible for lower volumes of 
incoming email, and for.job sixcifications which do not require users 
to be away from their desk for long periods of time. Workers inch as 
managers receiving higher volumes with less time to process email 
may not be in a position to exploit frequent filing. 

The no firing strategy stands in direct contrast to flequent filing. Here 
umrs make few amm~s to rednce the ~omplexity of thdr inbo~ 
Wben pr, , le tl 7 answer as tl ey recei,'e t lw 

seldom review tbe inbox ffor outstanding undischarged messages. 
The fact that their inbox is ~ m e ~ t  with t l ~ s ,  as well as parti~lb, 
rind and tmread messages, means thin: outstanding rusks are not 
e~sily visible and are quickly displaced and scroll out ~ sight. 
ORx~c r~,inding and task tmddng are tl~om ~ to 
occurL Users ~ this stmte~z athnit that the ~er in their inlx)xes 
results in important  sks somatmes being ov od d. 

"Y~ you~e dodging all this o~er smff it's h~l to pull out what 
could potentially be pretty important.., like anyone else who may 
have that volwne .... after a couple of  days youge not going five 
screens up attymore. You~e just looking at your current screen or 
maybe one more. Who Iknows what you~e missed 1was on vacation 
for two weeks Who knows what ... passed through ... e-mail during 
that time.... I saw a lot o f  it but I ... let a lot go by. I find that the most 
aggravating thing is when the inbox starts to grow and l don't know 
what to do with it necesm~'@". 

When high volume of incoming email is accomtmnied by large 
amounts of time away from their desks, this may reduce the 
likelilxxxt of no-fliers constructing elaborate filing systems or 
engaging in extensive Ixrioclic clean-ups. The following no-filer 
descn'bed why he had abandoned any attempt to manage his inbox. 

"Because what I used to do was use [spring cleaning] as a way as 
organizing and reviewing and catching an)thing that was falling off  
the end of  the earth, gve given up on it..., where am 1going to get 
that time? I f l  wake up at three A29L and l~,e got nothing else to do, 
that~ when 19n going to do it". 

The spring cleaners are intermediate to the two other strategies. As 
with no-filers, as their inbox gets large, its ~ and complexity 
makes it ineffective as a "to d0" list The fact that it is usually 
cluttered with threads and unread messages means it is poor for task 
management, so opportunistic reminding is unl~ely to occur. 
Ftmhermore the inbox was peru~ived to be oflilIle arrival use. 

"it might as well be deleted as buried in this pile o f  junk .... 
E-mail may have value, but I will never avail myself in its 
current Jbrm; in this mail file. And so, it might as well be gone 
as sitting them, because either way 1don't have it l fs  not at my 
dmposal and not usable". 

Spring Cleaners have vezy strong feelings about the disorder of their 
inboxes: they use terms l~e "d..~st" to desmtx~ their maaions to 
their inbox and are motivated by '~eiztzes" to clean up. However 

that occasionally 8o the inbox means that 

3One reason for the lack of task tracking may derive from tmfilers" organisafional status: since they are usually manages ,  they tend to delegate 
tasks. They expect their employees to carry out the task, and report when it is done. 
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~ i a n d i n g  unprocessed messages are detected and can be replied to, 
even if these are sometimes late. 

what I stz~ted to do wag either weekl~ ... then monthly, I would 
go back to my mail, partly to categorize it and actually truthfidly to 
catch thingsthat I hadjust dropped the ball on" 

This group seems robe less successful at creating useful folders than 
frequent fliers. One possflfility is that spring cleamrs create folders 
infrequenay, so that tt ey forget foyer  tiom. Hence may 
create auoticates of  tready existing loners. In terms of mainmance 
this s t r~gy ~ands between the others: it &~es mt  require the daily 
efforts of frequent filing le t  occasional clean-t~s are requital. This 
strategy choice may be expt ima by inr, ts ana wo oaa of 
spring cleaners: they receive fewer messages and are less ~ to be 
managers than non-fliers, giving them more time to devote to 
mamging their emafl. 

We then tested these observatiom statistically. Became of our small 
subject pool, we were forced to combine dma ffix~n bolh spring 
cleaners and no filer~ in order to make comparisom~ The analysis 
shows that pequent filers differ from the other strategies in a number 
of respects: they have smaller mailboxes (to# = 2.35, p < 0.05), and 
smaller inboxes (ton = 3.94, p < 0.005). Frequent flier's inboxes 
contain fewer inbox t h ~ k  (toe = 3.99, p < 0.005), and also tend to 
consist of newer items (too ~ = 2.41, p < 0.05). Furthermore, there is a 
suggestion that they are more mccessful ffile~s, with fewer "failed 
fdders" (ton = 2.06, p = 0.058). 

Finally we looked at the impact on strategy choice, of factors such as 
orgaoisatioml role and incoming volume of messages. We found 
only partial smfi~cal evidence for the effects of role and volume. 
Managers were more likely to receive greater volumes of email (too 
= 3.06,p <0.005). We then looked at whether managers were less 
t ay to be frequent fliers, given theU  gher volume of receivea 
email and greater time spent in meetings. Althoagh only one 
frequent flier was a manager, there was no strong evidence of a direct 
r ~ h i p  betwoen strategy and st_ants (chi squared (1 dO = 2.49,p 
>0.05). 

REDESIGNING EMAIL TO FIT ITS FUNCTIONS 
There are boda design and theoretical implications to these results. 
Although cmail was originally designed for asynchronous 
oommunica//on, the ~plication is actually being used for multiple 
functions. Email thexe£ore needs to be redesigned to support filing 
and task numagement as well as asynchronous commutncafion. Oar 
anabMs of dittraeail users' ~ategies shows that both non-fliers and 
strdng cleaners ext~rk~ce problems with both filing and task 
management These problems lead to backlogs of unanswered 
messages and "lost ~ information in archives. Furthermore, the group 
who expexienced fewest problems, namdy f iwuent  filers, may only 
be able to opcratc successfully b¢came of smmuous dforts to txim 
tbeir inboxes. It is t l ~ f o m  important that we address ~r load.  As 

volumes confi.nuo to increase, wen those users who are 
currently.~equent filers may end up spending much of their energy 
in rea-tlng and responding to messages, leaving them with litlle lime 
to maintain their inlx~xes, and folders. As a resull, they may be forcod 
to bebave more lee string cleaners or e~,en non-filerx 

We now discuss pess~le techniques to support the three functions. 
We have shewn that the inbox is otten used as a phce for incomplete 

taslcs, unfiled mfor r~on  ar~l ongoing c o n v e r s a ~  In all these 
cases, users preserve ~,odang inJbrmation in the inbo× both to keep it 
available and as a reminder that further aclJons are required. We 
have also seen, l ~ , e r ,  that q:~:xz~_Laic reminding is 
compromised when the number of inbox messages is too large, 
because mesmges scroll offthe screen and remain unseen. Akey 
technical requirement is therefore to reduce inbox clutter to fllow 
visual reminding, but without comt~anJsing the availabili~ ff 
working information. We m w  present technical sohaions for" each 
email fum ion aaamsing aiff ent ways of pmsenang ana viewing 
the inbox to support both availability and reminding for working 
infonmtion. 

Alth:,ugh email was originally designed for asynchronous 
communicaaon, the cta~=a, system has limimaons in supporting this 
function. The key requirements for asynchronous communication 
are: (a) threac~ng to sut~port context regeneration and the 
managemem of conversational hismy, md (b) the ability to track the 
aatus of a conversation. Users warn to avoid: scrolling t~ck through 
large numbers of heterogeneous inbox messages to find all previGtts 
dements of a conversational thread; lost context when someone 
omits message history, forgetting who has the next turn in the 
conversational sequence. 

How can we address these asynchronous communication problems? 
One solution to the problem of communication management 
amornalically marks email messages from the same conwmaion 
using a common thread ID, allowing the user to collect related 
wess~ges together, and trace back through convemtions. The user 
would subsequently be able to view by thread. Viewing by thread 
allows a user to select any me:soge, use that message to access all 
messages from that conversation, and hence view any message in its 
conversational context. This fimcfionality is equivalent to having a 
single message containing the forwarded history of an entire 
convemation. Unlike a single rne~age, viewing by conversation is 
not beset by the navigational problem oftIying to follmv a 
conversation that is many layers deep, where information may be 
buried within a single message. Viewing by thread provides several 
additional benefits. It helps determine conversaaona/status: by 
Icoking at the last message in a thre'M, the user should be able see 
whether they "owe" or are "owed" a response. Furthramore, it should 
be posm~ole to file an entire thread, but leave a representative 
message from that thread in the inbox. This 9grves the purpose of 
reducing inbox clutter, even when users choose to copy themselves 
on every response. As we have seen withf~quentfiling a 
represeaatative message in an uncluttered inbox can rem/nd the user 
that a convermtion is in progress. When llae conversation is 
concluded, the entire thread can also be archived or ddeted as the 
riser wishes. 

What about filing? Given usets~ ur~ertainty about the vedue of nmc h 
incoming information, they often end up with large numbers of 
incoming informalional me,.mges in their inbox. These documents 
are in a "holding pattern", while users a Henapt to determine lheir 
relevance and importance. In addition, our data show that filing may 
not be crucial for retrieval, because it may ultimately be sutxngeded 
by full-taxi scamk Nevertheless, users nmy want m clmmr and view 
scmanlicaUy related ~cssages together, for example while they learn 
about a new topic. 
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How migtt we mt~poa this temporary t~ffezing of imoming 
infom~tk~? ~ormatioa re~zieval t ~ i q u e s  a:~akl be used to 
cluster ~ related documeats _=.~aicalty, and the 
ra~sera~ion of these duaered documents might be amlogom with 
mra,emat~ona/~readz Usars might tlx:mfom reduce the drrt~er of 
their ~ by leaving om semantic category e~e~lar  in fl~eir 

as a retainer and filling the rest. As with a~reads, each 
ir~:oming ~r~ssa~ could be viewed in the ~oraext of otaher (in t~is 
case aem,~aca//y) re/a~xt informatioa. This may pardy address the 

of fadedJblder~ and it might also help uses to decide the 
usefulmss ~ an miving me~uge Two ~ i s o s  are wcematy hem. 
Ftm ircoming documents sh, ould mt be "ilk:d" ~egom the usar has 
se~a them. Usex comments and their expedence with email filters 
dearly indicated that "automatic filing" was not desi_rable: useas 
wantefl to be made aware ~" fl~e arrival of incoming ckxxuneras, 
otherwise tl~y wtm.ld be ignomm ~ fl~ir existence. Furthermore, 
users we~ ~ that maomafic filing would mean they 
wouklfft know the folder in which a given me:,~age had been filed ~. 
Second, this semanfic , ~ a f i o n  needs to be dynamic, given that 
the slatus of a docun~nt can be changed by tl~ arrival of subsequent 

Finally, when we consider task n,umagemen~ it is clear that 
~versational threating and semantic clustering should reduce the 
amoura ~ inbox clutter by having each conversation or folder 
r~p~senU:d by om inbox r~,~ge. The comequem redt~aion of the 
number of visible items in the idoox should help users to more , ~ b '  

their oulstanding tasks, and hence support remina~ng and 
~.lang. Keeping important things "in view ~ could also be helped by 
having the inbox t~r, ooraUy sequenced and having threads and 
fo~aers ~raau,~b, ":t::~y" by saro~ing ~ ~ screen if they have not 
shown recent aaivity. Two further requiremen~s seem to be oracial 
for ~sk mamgement 3il~: first is the ability to ma,'k particular inbox 
items as requiring action. This marker should be highly visible, and 
it shoukl be ix~ss~ble to view only the "action items" in the absence of 
threads or folders. Note that this is diEea-e~ ffiom creating an action 
~/der: the aaion items are not filled away, but remain vis~ole in the 
inbox, to serve their reminding funaiorr The second requirement is 
the ability to program rem/ndem A critical problem occurs with 
"action items" that either can't be done immediately or don't need to 
be done at ome. Here it would be useful to program these items so 

would re-appmr as an action item, as the deadline approaches. 

Turning Io outstanding research issues, we need to test the generality 
of these result Although No~esMail is tepresentmive of current 
~¢hnology, we mua see how the findings ex~md to Ix~h different 
email systems and a broader user population. It would be of 
panioalar imerest to invesfigat~ systems lacking some of the features 
in No~sMail, e.g ~xt semch, and also systems ~hat have 
sophisticated f~tering mw~hanisms, whic~ NotesMai~ does not 
possess. To what extent do different features affect handling 
strategies? Our resul~ aix~ut the effects of email volume and .job 
specification on email pinching strategies also need to be repl~ot~ 
with ~ar~r numt~rs ~subjects. 
Lastly, this work supports the findings of recent theoretical ~ e s  
lx~infing to the interactive nature of cognition, and the fact that 

people use oaernal em, ironmenlal somces or artifaeis to m~:liate 
cognilion [7,9,10,11]. We saw that email folders function as aa 
extemra archival memay aore. More impo~may, people f~equmay 
access the email inbox, which meam that pmpefly organised it can 
operate as a visual device for a.~tion manipulation and ~,finding, 
as a way ofextending working memory, aria maimining the ¢oaiext 

ongoing aaivities in an intermptdriven enviranmer¢ 
impomr~:e ~ vL~a remim~ng and reed to mamg~ working 
i n f ~ i o n  are reinforced by ~ r e s e a ~  o~ the orgaalsafi~a of 
physical and aleatoric aea,:tops [1,2,61. Past woa~ has focussea 
almmt exclusively onlong testa s t o r e  [3] Fum~ theomicalwork 
should address these new issm:s of attenti~ a ~  the mar,~,.ent of 
ep~::meral aria woadng ~orm,~on. 
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